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General budget for the financial year 1981 
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Section V Court of Auditors / -; -. 
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From . Chapter I 00 
To Chapter ?6 ~. 
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Article 260· 
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Provisional appropriations 
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· This request· to· transfer· appropriations has be!"n".approved by the 
Financial Controller of the Court. of Au~itors·; in accordance with the 
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·provisions of Article 21 ( 4 )_,of the Financial_ Regulation. 
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GROUNDS 
The Court of Auditors considers it necessary to examine the present 
system of evaluating and. following-up the res'ults _of' 'i:echnical research 
financed wnolly or. p=tly from Community funds. 
Audit work in this field at present being carried out by the Court 
of Auditbrs as part crf its work programme will in thi-s particular case have 
to rely on a study by a person with the requisite .scientific .<jualifications. 
The Court .of. Auditors i-s tlierefore putting in motion the procedure for enabling 
it to release the appropriations provided for this purpose in chapter 100. 
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